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DEFINITIONS FOR UNIFORM DOMAINS

O. MARTIO

1. Introduction

The concept of an (a, B)-uniform domain D in -Rn was introduced in [MS].
Although useful in several applications, this deflnition has no immediate con-

formally invariant meaning in R':R'r;{-}. Here we present a very simple con-
dition, called ä-uniformity and based on the concept of the cross ratio, which turns
out to be equivalent to the (a, B)-uniformity in the case DclR'.

A domain DcR' is called ä-uniform, 0=ä=1, if for all xr,xr(D, xrlxr,
there is a continuum K in D connecting x, to x, with

lx - yl lxr- xrl _> s
- 

v1

lx-xl l!-xil

for all x(K\{xr, xr} and .y(R'\D.
In order to prove that a domain DcR' is ä-uniform if and only if it is (a, B)-

uniform we consider two other definitions for the (a, B)-uniformity in Chapters 3

and 4. The main equivalence is then proved in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 is devoted to
some general properties of uniform domains, e.g. if D is a ä-uniform domain, the
Hausdorff-dimension of 0D satisfies dimu \D<c=r, where c depends only on
ö and n.

In R2 a simply connected domain D is ä-uniform if and only if D:R2 or
f : R'\{z} or D is a quasiconformal disc. In the case of Jordan domains this gives

a new and simple characterization of quasiconformal discs in R2.

Notation will be as in [MS] and generally standard. A rectifiable path is always
parametrized by means of arc length. If y: la, å]*R' is a path, then lyl:ylq,b)
is the locus of y.
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2. John domains and (4, f)-uniform domains

First we recall the definitions presented in [MS].

2.1. Definition. A domain GcN is called an (4, B)-John domain, 0<c=
§=*, if there is xo€D such that every x(D can be joined to xo by a rectifiable

path y: l0,d)*2 such that 6=B and

(2.2) dist (y (t), åD)

The point xo is called a center of D.

2.3. An alternative characterization for John domains was given in [MS, Lemma

2.71. Here we shall need the following fact included in the proof of that lemma:

Suppose that GcR' is a domain, x, xs€G and x can be joined to xo using a path

y: [0, l]*D such that for some ä((0, 1l

1l[0, t]c

d,..- 
-/: d"

u'(r(,),+dist(y(t),ac;) , o= t<1.

for t€10, d7.

(2.4)

Then there exists a rectiflable path yr: l0,a1t6 joining x to xo and satisfying

(2.5) d = lx-xollEz

(2.6) dist (7r(l), 0D) > vt, t(l}, d\,

and E depends only on n and ä.

2.7. Definition. A domain DcR" is called (oc, f)-uniform, O<a=B--, if
for each pair of points xr, x2(D, xr#xz, there is an (alxr-xrl, Blxr-xrl)-John
domain G such that xr, xr(GcD.

2.8. Remark. The definition for uniformity in the above sense can easily be

extended for domains in R'; for instance, a domain DcR' can be called (a,B)-

uniform if DnRo is (a, B)-uniform in the sence of 2.7. However, we only consider

(a, B)-uniform domains in -iR' since the deflnition for ä-uniform domains applies to

R' and reduces to (a, B)-uniformity in JR'; see Chapter 5.

3. Domains of type (a, B)

3.1. Definition. A domain DcR" is of type (a,B), O<a<B=:*, if for
each pair of points xr, x2(.D, xllxz, there is a rectifiable path 7: 10, a1-p joining

x, to x, and

(3.2) 4 = Blxr-x2l

(3.3) dist (y(t), 0D)= * po|), t<lo, dl, where paQ) : dl2-lt-dlzl, tqfo, dl.
p
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3.4. Theorem. (a) If D is (a,B)-unifurm, then D is of type (a,2§).(b) If D is
of type (a, B), then O is ((a1il'z132, fr)-uniform.

Proof. For (a) suppose that D is (a, B)-uniform. Let xr, xr(D, x1*xr. Then
there exist rectifiable paths y;: lO, d,1tp joining xito a point xo of D and

di = frlxr-xrl, dist (?,(l), 0D) >- alxr-xrltld,.

Since «lxr-xrltldt=atlP, the composed path y:y-ry: l0,drid2lrD clearly sat-
isfies (3.2) and (3.3) for the required u and B.

For (b) assume that D is of type (a,B).Let xr,x2(D, x1lx2, and let ybe a
path as in 3.1. Write for r>0

n, : 
" Po,o.,u' 

(r (s), rra (s)).

Then A, is a domain in D provided t((0, al§).
Let e:(ll4) min (d, dist (A,,ru,åD))=0. Set G : Antzp* B" (e). We claim that

G is an (a', B')-lohn domain with

a' : (al0),1x1-xrll32, fr' : Blxr-xrl
and xr, x2€.GcD. The last two assertions are trivial and it remains to prove
the first.

Set xo:y(dl2) andlet y(G. Fix s€[0,d] such that y(B"(y(s),upo$)l2|)+
.B'(e). By symmetry we may assume s=d12. Let yr: l0,dr1*6 represent a straight
line segment joining y to y(s). The composed path Iz:(yl[s, dl21)y, joins y to xo

in G. Let Tz: 10, /l *G with arc length as parameter. Now

(3.5) I = dr*dl2=asl2B*e*dl2= adl4fi*e*dl2= d 4 filxr-xrl.
Choose tEl},l). If ,€[0, dr], then clearly

dist(lz(l), 0G)= t12> utl2fi.

Suppose t=dt. Pick s'€fs,dl2l with dl2*s':l-t. Since l-dl2<e, theinequality
s'+e>-t holds. If tf2>e,

(3.6) dist(7,(r), åG) : 6111(r(s'), åc) = h n =fi<t-rl =- fr r.

On the other hand, if tl2<e, 111s11

(3.7) dist (rz(r), 0c) = e+* t' =- h(e*s') = * ,.

The conclusion now follows from

3.8. Lemma. Supposethat GcR" isadomainand xs€G. If thereexist num-
bers 0=a<§=- such that euery point x(G can be joined to x, using a rectifiable
path y: l},dl*G with d<B and

(3.e) aist(r(/), 0Q= fft
then G is an ((u1fiz dia (G)12, B)-tohn domain.
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3.10. Remark. The only difference is in the lower bounds of (2.2) and (3.9).

Proof for Lemma 3.8. Set p:a dia (ql2|. Clearly dia (A=2§ and
B"(*o, DcG. Note also that (ulB)z dia(G)12<8.

Let x€G and let y: lo,dl*6 be a path as in (3.9). lf d<P, then instead
of y we can use a straight line segment 7' connecting x to Jrel åfld it is not difficult
to see that

dist (7'(r), 0G) > ptld', t€l}, d'7,

wherc d' is the length of 7'. On the other hand, if d>-p, then

dist(y(r), 0G) =- d,tlB : adtlBd = (alil'dia(G)tl2d.

The lemma follows.
To finish the proof of (b) note that by (3.6) and (3.7)

(3.11) dist (y r(t), 0G) =- # t - h m,
Since dia(A=lxr-xrl, Lemma3.8 implies by (3.5) and (3.11) that G is a

(32-L(alfi,l*r-*rl, Plxr-xrl)-John domain. This completes the proof for (b).

4. Condition A(ä)

For uniform domains this condition is a counterpart of [MS, Lemma 2.7)

given for John-domains.

4.1. Definition. A domain DcN satisfies the condition A(ö), 0=ä=1,
if for all xr,xr(D there is a path y: [0,s]*2 (not necessarily rectifiable) joining
xrto x, and
(4.2) dia lyl < lxr-x2llö

(4.3) y[0,r]c B'(t@,]airt(r,fr),Aa)), 0= t=sl2

(4.4) y[r, s] c B'(t@,] ai" (y(r), aa)), sf 2 < t = s.

4.5. Theorem. (a) If a domain DcR" satisfies the condition A(ä), 0=ä<1,
then D is of type (a,B), where O<a<B=.* depend only on ö and, possibly, on n.
(b) If D is of type (a,B), then D satisfies A(6) with ä:min (ll0,qlil.

Proof. The proof for (a) rests on 2.3. Suppose that D satisfles the condition
A(ä). Let xr,xrQD and let 7: [0,s]*] be a path as in 4.1. We may assume
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s:2. Write xo:y (1).

xi toxr, i:|r2, with
(4.6)

(4.7)

By 2.3 there are rectiflable paths Ti: 10, dr\-*p connecting

dist (yt(t),å,D) =- Et

d, s lx,- xollE',

where g€(0, 1l dependsonlyon öandn. Letting y:yi'y, itisnotdifficulttosee
that y satisfies (3.2) and (3.3) with 9:21*2ö, a:|.

The proof for (b) is easy. Suppose that D is of type (a, B). Pick xr, x2(D,
xr*xz, and let y: l0,dl*D be a rectifiable path joining xrto x, as in (3.2) and
(3.3). Now dia(lyl)<d<frlxr-xrl and for t€10, dl2l

yll, t) c B"(rQ), t) c B"(tQ), (B/a) dist (y(t), 0D)),

and, by symmetry, the same holds for yft, dl in the interval ldlz, dJ. Thus y satisfies
(4.2)-(4.4) with ä:min (llfr,alil. The proof is complete.

5. ä-uniform domains

5.1. Definition. A domain DcR" is called ä-uniforffi,
xr, xz€D, x1#x2, there is a continuum K joining x, to xz such

0=ä=1, if for all
that the cross ratio

i*j,(5.2)

for all x(I\{xr, rr} and y<|,D.

5.3. Remark. The cross ratio (x,y,xr,, xr) is defined whenever all four points
are distinct in Rn. Especially, if y--, then

(x, -, xr, xr) : lxr- xrlllx - xrl.

Observe that the cross ratio is a conformal invariant in R'. If x, !, xt, x, are four
distinct points of R', then there is a Möbius transformation Twith Z(xr):0, T(y): *
and T(x):e, and we have

(x, y, xr, xr) : lT(xr)1.

5.4. Theorem. (a) If a domain DcR" is ö-uniform, then D is (a, B)-uniform
and O<.q=B=* deqend onlY on ö and n.
(b) If DcRo is (u, B)-uniform, then D is ö-uniform and ä€(0, 1l depends only on
u and B.

Proof. Fot (a) fix xr, x2€D, x1#x2, a;ttd let Kbe a connecting continuum as
in 5.1. Let Kl be a subcontinuum of K such that Krjoins ,S'-l(xr, s) to ,Sn-1 (xr, s),
s:lxr-xrll4, in D\[_J, =1,28"(xi,s). Choose xs(fln,S'-1(xr, s).

(x, y, xi, xj\ - !*-Yl l:'-xi! 1 ö, i, j : r,2,t - W-x,l lx,-r, -
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By symmetry and trivial geometric considerations it suffices to show that x,
can be joined to xo by a path e such that

(s.s) s[0, t)cU'(u (t),loir, (r(t), åD))

where x depends on ä and n, since then it is easy to see that D satisfies the A (ä')-

condition and hence Theorems 4.5 and 3.4 show that D is (c, B)-uniform.
To construct the path e define a sequence of points zo, zt, ... and paths y,

connecting zi to zi*, as follows. Set zo-xo. Choose zr€KnS'-1(xr, sl2). Since

D is ä-uniform, there is a continuum connecting zo to z, in D and satisfying (5.2).

Without loss of generality we may assume that the continuum is a path. Call it yo.

In general we pick zi(5"-L(x1,sl2i)oK and define 7; similarly.
Fix i. For l€[D wittr l4-yl:dist(rt,l,D) the estimate

(5.6) dist(z;, CA) = öslxr-ylllxr-xrl}i = ölxr-yll2i+z

holds. If now lx2*yl<lxr-xrll2 for some i, then e can be chosen to be a straight
line segment and the estimate (5.5) is trivial. Otherwise l*r-yl=lxr-xrll2 for all i.
Consequently (5.6) yields

(5.7) dist(z;,[O) = 614-x2ll2i+3 : rit i :0, 1, ... .

Consider yr. Let x( h,l\Uj=, ,r*, B" (zi, rilZ). For y(f,D

(5.8) lx- yl =- ölx- ztlly - zi*rlf lzi- zi*rl.

On the other hand, lx-zl>rJ2,ly-rr*rl=rr*, and lzi-zi*rl<2s/2'; thus (5.8)

yields

(5.9) lx- Yl =- öslxr- xrll2i+1 .

Clearly the same estimate holds if x€lylu[Jr=,,,*rB"(zi,ril2), since in this case

(5.7) gives

lx- yl =- ly - ril-lx- ril = ri-ril2 : ölh-xzll2i+4

for j:i,i*1. Compose the paths 7; into a single path e joining xo to xr. It remains

to show that e satisfies (5.5).

To this end let x( le l. Then x€ ly;l for some i. For z€ ly;l

(5.10) lz - x,.l = lxr- zil*lz - ztl = lxr- zil+ slö2i-L

= sl2i *slö2i-' = 2s1ö2i-',

since for y:* (5.2) implies

lri- rl = lzi- zi+rllö = zsldzi.

Let now z<lyjl, j:i,i+ 1, ... be arbitrary. By (5.9) and (5.10)

lz-xl = lx-xrl *lz-xl = 4slö2i-r = dist (x,tD)lx,

where x:ä42-8. This proves (5.5).
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To prove (b) suppose that the domain DcR" is (a, B)-uniform. Let xr, xr(D,
xllxz. By Theorem 3.4, D is of type (a,2§); hence there is a path y: l0,dl*2t
joining xrto x, and satisfyingQ.2) and (3.3). We shall show that f<:lyl satisfies

the condition (5.2), where ä depends only on a and P.
I*t x:y(t), t((0,d), x*xr, x, and, y<fiD. Suppose t=d12. Assumefirst

lxr- yl=4fi lxr- xrl. Then

lx - yllxr- xrl apa(t) lxr- xrl a>-
4p,lx-xrl lxz- tl

If l*r- yl= a§ lr, - xrl, then

lx-yl _ ly-xrl-lx-xrl _
W{y'-- Wr4 =

since the map s-*(,s - P lr, - xr)ls has the
the other hand,

§t lxr- yl

ly-xzl-§lxr-xrl
- yt -

minimum 314 in

= 314,

V§ lxr- xrl, "). On

Ixr-xrl _ lxr-xrl.:r,U
E-xJ = F1*;-*^- ''u

and thus

lx-yl lxr-xzl > 7,.R
lx-xrl lxr-yl - "t 'Y'

Thus we have a lower bound for the cross ratio (x, y, xr, rr) in terms of u and B
whenever l(lD and x:y(t), t<d12. Observe that the cås€ y:- is trivial.

Next consider (x, y, xz, xr) for 7([D and x:y(t), t=d12. Assume first lx-yl>
,ly - *rl, c:al fr (l*a/f). Now

(5.11) (x, y, xz, xt) > c lxr- xrlllx-xrl > c lxr- xrll§lxr-xrl - clP.

lf lx-yl<cly-xrl, then

lxr- xl =- ly - xrl - ly - xl = I.y - xrl - c ly - xrl : ly - xrl I Q -t a I P)
and hence

ly-xl =- qtlF = alx-xrllB = cly-xrl,
a contradiction. Thus (5.11) holds in each case.

To complete the proof we observe that the above estimates also hold, by sym-
metry, in the case x:^l(t), dl2<t<d. Hence we have the required lower bounds
for the cross ratios in (5.2).

5.12. Remark. It is also possible to give alternative characterizations for
uniform domains in terms of cross ratios. For instance, a domain DcR" can be
called l-uniform, 0=l<1, if for all xr,xr(D, x1*x,, there is a path 7: [0, 1]*21
joining xrto x, such that for all 21,22(lyl, zrlz, and x€lyl between z, and z,
the estimate (x, y, zr, zz)=r holds for all ycf,D. To prove that this gives essentially
the same concept as 5.1 requires lengthy technical constructions, which we omit here.
Observe that this definition is also a conformal invariant in Rn.
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6. Properties of uniform domains

6.1. Quasiconformal inuariance. It was shown in [MS, Theorem 2.15] that if a

domain DcR" is (a, B)-uniform and f: R"-R" is a K-quasiconformal mapping,
thenfD is (a', B')-wiform and 0=q'=0'=- depend only on d., P, K and z. Since

the cross ratio is invariant under Möbius transformations of R', standard modulus
estimates and a compactness argument give the following result.

6.2.Theorem. There is a function e,i (0,11X[, -)*(0, ll depending only

on n such tltat
E,(ö,1): ä : jqt, e,(ä, K),

and if DcR" is a ö-uniform domain and f: R'*R' is K-quasicoffirmal,then fD is

cp,(6, K)-uniform.

6.3. Remark. For n:2, because of Teichmriller's famous theorem, the change

of the cross ratio under a quasiconformal map is known. Consequently, for n:2
the function E,(ö, K) can be calculated.

6.4. Hausdorff dimension of DD. It was proved in [GV] that if /: R'*R' is

a quasiconformal mapping, then the Hausdorff dimension, dims, of/,S'-l satisfies

dimrrf S"-r<c=r, where c depends only on n and K. Observethat dimr/S'-l
can take values arbitrarily close to r. Thus the following theorem is sharp.

6.5. Theorem. Suppose that Dr_R" is a ö-unform domain. Then dimr 0D=
c=n, where c depends only on ö qnd n.

Proof. For the proof we apply [S, Theorem 3.2]. Let AcR" and z(A. Wite
G(2, A): 

H,.rrlt, ,rdist(x, 
A71r

and G(A):inf {G(z,A): z(A). If G(A)>O, then dim, A=c-n, wherecdepends
only on G(A) and r; see [S, Theorem 3.2]. Thus it suffices to find a lower bound for
G(ID) depending only on ä.

We may assume 0DaR"*0. Fix z(flDaÄ' and choose ro=0 such that for
all r€(0, rof, S"-t(z,r)aDl0.

Let x1€ S"-'(r,r)nD, r((0,rol. Pick xr€Dn S"-L(z,rl4). Since D is ä-uni-
form,thereisacontinuuml(joining xrtoxrand(x,y,x1,xr)>öforallx€K\{*r,*r}
and y<fD. Fix x€§'-1(z,3rl4)nK andthen y€[D such that ly-xl:dist([D, x).
Now either ly-xl=rl6 ot ly-xl=r116, in which case

?l\Qrla-rl16 -rl4)ly -xl =
Hence in both cases

ulx-xrlly-xrl > ä
lxr- xrl

sup 1air, (x,0D) > ö1t6, r ( (0, rsl.
x € B"L,i r

This is the required lower bound.

r*rl4
rö

=G,

204
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6.6. A metric property. If DcR' is a ä-uniform domain, it is easy to show
that D is locally connected at boundary points (for the case n:2, see [MS, Lemma
2.29)).F. Gehring, see e.g. [G], has introduced an important metric property called
åJocally connectedness. We recall the deflnition. A set EcRn is said to be åJocally
connected l=b=- if, for all z€N and r>Q, points in EnB"(2, r) can be joined
in EaB"(z,br) and points in E\B'(2, r) can be joined in E\B"(z,rlb).

6.7. Theore m. Suppose that DcR is a ö-unifurm domain. Then D is b-tocally
connected and b depends only on ö.

Proof. Let z(DaR" and r>0. Since ä-uniform domains are invariant under
the inversion in a ball, it suffices to show that points in DaBn(z,r) can be joined
in DaB"(2,år), where å depends only on ä. Let xr,xr(DaB"(z,r). Since D is
ä-uniform, there is a continuum K joining x, to x, in D and satisfying (5.2). Set
b:l-fllö and §:,s'-L(z,br). If KcB'(z,br) or ,ScD, we have proved the
claim. Otherwise let x€KnS and yqlDn^S. Now (5.2) yields

lx - xtl lx - yllxt- xzl 1 2br 2r<--:
ä (b-1)rly - xrl

clearly a contradiction since ä€(0, 1]. This proves the theorem.
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